
THE
READE SIGNS
GUIDE TO
MAXIMISING
YOUR NEW
DEVELOPMENT
MARKETING
IMPACT
Striking signage, hoarding, giant banners,
flags and LED lighting are really effective ways of

marketing your development and communicating

an aspirational lifestyle brand. They help your

target audience visualise their new home and

encourage marketing suite visitors.

Our team has experience of developing external

signage and internal marketing suites for

thousands of housing developments, so we’ve

put together our guide to maximising your

marketing impact.

www.readesigns.com



PLAN AHEAD
BOOST AWARENESS

We all know that pre-launch marketing is vital
and it’s important to maximise this window by

starting early. Great planning will involve target

audience and marketing channel research,

message development, creating an activity

schedule and designing creative signage concepts.

Positioning inspiring images and messages in

relation to footfall will build a lifestyle brand and

generate valuable word-of-mouth advertising.

Hoarding is one of the most cost-effective

advertising spaces. And signposting milestones,

like: ‘site acquired’ or ‘plots reserved’ will engage

the community from the outset. Planning these

elements carefully will drive people to your

marketing suite and pave the way for speedy sales.

Eye-catching formats and different design
elements, like Dibond cladding, vinyl wrapped ply,

built-up letters and light boxes will help to deliver

stand-out signage and fantastic branding. Make

the most of the best vantage points and

accentuate these with projecting banners to

highlight messages above daily traffic.



LIGHT UP
Lighting is important, especially in
winter. LEDs are available in many

variations and make lighting an

affordable way of emphasising

marketing messages. 

These can be used with timers in

sensitive residential areas, also making

it more cost-effective.

MAKE DREAMS 
A REALITY

CONSISTENCY 
& CLARITY
Keep your brand consistent at every

touch-point to ensure all marketing

channels and brand implementation

appeals to your target audience. Great

photography and aspirational images

will help to generate the right

emotional response from audiences.

Help people visualise their new
home with large-scale detailed site

plans, CGI, 3D models or a virtual

reality tour. Make it an engaging

experience with interactive apps that

let people get creative with the

internal décor.

ENCOURAGE
DOUBLE TAKES
Make your development hard to
miss with hoardings and signs that

reach out to passers-by.  You’ve got a

huge canvas: let it speak for itself!

Adding extended-height hoarding

graphics, CGIs showing décor or

landscaping and regularly updating

messages using bold colour changes

will undoubtedly get you noticed. 



SWEET SUITES
Beautiful marketing suites, intelligently designed to make the most

of your selling space can create a relaxed and exciting environment.

Carefully considering the customer journey from arrival to departure

and clear wayfinding will ensure visitors feel welcome and create the

first positive step in the customer journey from start to sales.

If you’re looking for a consultative partner and

would like to find out more about how Reade Signs

designs and produces striking signage, memorable

hoarding and inspiring marketing suites, please

contact us at: sales@readesigns.com or

call 01252 336 000

“TheReadeSigns teammadethe launchofournewdevelopment thesmoothestwe’veeverhad.

Theyreacted immediately toanytechnical issuesonsiteandalwayshadsolutions.Theresultsare

stunningandIcan’twait for thenext launch!”

Sarah Hembrow, 
Marketing Manager, Linden Homes Western


